Current variability of precipitation (P) and its response to surface temperature (T) are analysed using coupled 10 (CMIP5) and atmosphere-only (AMIP5) climate model simulations and compared with observational estimates.
Introduction

Data sets 3
We consider three observational data sets in the present study (GPCP, TMI and TRMM 3B42;  correlations with T anomalies after 1995. To investigate the origin of these discrepancies, P anomaly 88 differences between the AMIP5 ensemble mean and GPCP are calculated over the tropical ocean (Fig. 2a) . The
89
anomaly difference standard deviation (red line in Fig. 2a ) is slightly reduced after 1995.
90
Based on the periods of positive and negative area mean anomaly differences in Fig. 2a , the maps of mean consistent with the anomaly differences. This is further confirmed by plotting correlations between the local P 95 anomaly difference time series and that of the tropical ocean mean (Fig. 2c) . The regions that appear to 96 contribute most strongly to the changes in AMIP5-GPCP anomaly differences are associated with the largest 97 climatology difference between AMIP5 mean and GPCP P (Fig. 2d) .
98
There are a number of changes to the observed ocean data used in this study which may contribute to the 99 discrepancy discussed above. For GPCP the switch from Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) Precipitation Fig. 2e shows the scatter plot of the P anomalies between the AMIP5 mean and GPCP data sets over the 122 tropical ocean, together with fitted lines (thick) over two periods (1988-1995 and 1996-2008 that periods separated by 12 or more months are independent).
140
Over the tropical ocean, the correlations between P and T are all positive. The precipitation change is ~3%/K 141 for CMIP5 and AMIP5 simulations. It is 10%/K for GPCP P and ERA INTERIM T and 7.9 %/K if HadCRUT3
142
T is used, close to 10.9%/K calculated by Adler et al. [2008] using an earlier version of GPCP.
143
Negative correlations over the tropical land (-3.4 %/K for CMIP5 and -1.9%/K for AMIP5) are similar to 144 GPCP (-3.1 %/K using ERA INTERIM T and -1.2%/K for HadCRUT3 T), but is smaller than TRMM 3B42 (-145 10 %/K for ERA INTERIM T and -11%/K for HadCRUT3 T) although this is for a short time period and most 146 of the correlations are not statistically significant. Over the globe the GPCP dP/dT is positive and higher than 147 the models (Table 2 ).
148
The response over the tropical ocean and the tropical land is of opposite sign ( Fig. 3d ) for all datasets. The 149 correlations are strong and significant (Table 2 ) and relate to ENSO [Gu et al., 2007] , although monsoons must 7 also play a vital role [Hsu et al. 2010] . A similar relationship is also found between the global land and the global ocean (Fig. 3e ).
152
The strong relationship between GPCP and AMIP5 precipitation anomalies over the tropical land ( Fig. 3f) (dP % /dT) is calculated by dividing dP/dT by the mean P for each bin over the reference period of 1988-2004.
164
The dP % /dT and dP % /dt trend over the precipitation percentile bins are plotted in Figs 4a-4b and computed in 165 responses and explains the discrepancy identified for the tropical ocean mean dP/dT discussed in Section 4.
INTERIM T is used (Fig. 4a ).
177
The precipitation anomaly time series over the wet and dry regions is plotted in Figs. 1988-1995 and r=0.15 over 1996-2008) . Over the dry region the CMIP5 and AMIP5 responses are (d-f and j-l). Shaded curves denote the CMIP5 and AMIP5 ensemble mean ± one standard deviation .
295
Five month running means are applied. Table S1 .
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Data set Period dP/dT dP land /dP ocean -2008 - 1979 - -1995 - 1988 - -1995 - 1996 - -2008 (Fig. 1j) 0 
Global
1979
